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Let f:Sn +s n+2 be a locally flat PL embedding of the n-sphere in the (n+2)- 
sphere. Let T be a regular neighbourhood of f(Sn) in Sn+2; T is PL equivalent o 
Sn X O2 (see [9]). We denote by M the closure of Sn+2-T and S denotes a copy of 
f(Sn) in aT. We may choose S so that S bounds an (Iz+l)-submanifold of M. When 
n = 1, by Dehn’s Lemma [6], if S is homotopically trivial in M then f(Sn) is un- 
knotted. It is natural to expect that a similar property holds for higher dimensional 
knots. We have been able to prove this when II, (M) is torsion-free, and in the gen- 
eral case “modulo” a conjecture of Wall [lo]. We recall Wall’s definition of accessi- 
bility of groups (see [lo] and [ 11 I). 
A group is O-accessible if it has at most two ends and inductively n-accessible if 
it has the form _4?B or 4~ with C finite and A and B (n- 1)accessible (trivial de- 
compositions are not excluded). A group is said to be accessible if it is n-accessible 
for some n. 
Wall,conjectured that all finitely generated groups are accessible. By Grushko’s 
theorem and [7], finitely generated torsion-free groups are accessible. By definition, 
groups with at most two ends are accessible. It is known that the fundamental 
groups of compact 3-manifolds are accessible. Recently Bamford and Dunwoody 
showed [ 1 I] that an almost finitely presented group G (see [7]) is accessible if and 
only if H1 (G; ZG) is finitely generated as ZG-module. We now state the main re- 
sult of this note. 
1. Unknotting Criterion. If S is homotopically trivial in M and if I$ (M) is 
accessible, then M has the homotopy vpe of a circle. 
If M has the homotopy type of circle and if n = 1 or n 2 3 then f is unknotted, 
by [6], [4] and [9]. We proceed to prove the above assertion. The criterion holds 
for n = 1 by [6] ; so we will assume that n 2 2. 
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hoof of 1 when II 1 (M) is torsion-free. La t G = II 1 (M), H = fl, (T). H is infinite 
cyclic and the inclusion map i : H C G is an injection. Consider the restriction map 
r:# (G;ZG) + HI (H;ZG). We first observe that Y is injective. Since G is torsion- 
free and finitely generated, we can apply Theorem 5.1 of [8]. This theorem asserts 
that if r is not injective, then His contained in a proper free factor of G. But since 
G is normally generated by H, H cannot be obtained in a proper free factor of G. 
Thus r :H1 (G; ZG) + H1 (If; ZG) is an injection. 
Let q:& be the universal covering of M, and let p:% + M be the natural infinite 
cyclic cover [5] of AL Consider the boundary map 3: Hn+ f (ti, i!@) -+ H* (a&). By 
duality a corresponds to the restriction map: H,' (ii;i) + Hc @I@), which by naturality 
corresponds to the above map Y. Since S is homotopically trivial in M, we see that 
a is a surjection. Thus, it follows that r is an isomorphism. NOW, 
H1(H;ZG)=H'(H;ZH)@,,I ,' ZG and H1 (H;wI) * Z, the infinite cyclic group. 
If t is a generator of H, and QL agenerator of H1 (H;ZH), then CY t = a. Thus 
H1 (G;ZG) contains an element csuch that Et = C. By 3.5 of [7], then G has two 
ends. Then Z = H 1 (G; ZG) = H 1 (H; ZG) - Z aZH ZG. Hence the index of H in G 
is one, or, the inclusion i : H C; G is an isom_orphism. 
Now, consideLthe infinite cyclic cover M of M, and le_t F&e a lift of S in & Fal- 
ways bounds in M?ndJhis gives an el%ent /3 E Hn+l (M, Ulf). It is easy to see that 
fl generates Hn+l (M, W). Ikour case M is simply connected, by the previous argu- 
ments. By [ 51 (Section 4), % behaves like2 ma$fold of dimension + 1. More pre- 
ciselL, if F is anyzeldL H* (M;q_and_H* (M, aM,FJ are finitely generated and 
H*(M;F) -“H*(M, aM;F), H*(M,aM;F) m H*(.;fl. The duality isomorphisms 
are given by cap-products with the fundamental cycle fl. Moreover, duality holds 
with integer coefficients if H*(%; Z) is finitely generated. Since Fis homotopically 
trivial in M, there is a map g : (0, a0) + (%, 3%') from an (n t 1)cell D such that 
glaD is a homomorphism of aDznto s”. Hence if we take the coefficients R (where 
R is a field or Z) for which H*(M, R) is finitely generated, then g behaves like a de- 
gree one map (see [ 11 Chyter I). First we take the rational numbers for the coeffi- 
cient field. Then by [ 51, H* (2, Q) (thz re$iced homology group) if fin$ely gen- 
erated and by Theorem 1.2.5 of [ 11, H*(M;g) is a direct summand of H*(D;Q). 
Hence g*(% Q) vanisJes_and therefore k(M;Z) is a torsion group. NOW, by 
hma 11.8 of [3]; H*(M; Z) is aJnit_z group. Thus we can_appky duality again, 
and again by Theorem 1.2.5 [ 11, H*(M;Z) is trivial._Since M is simply-connected, 
by Hurewicz Theorem all the homotopy groups of M vanish. Hence M has the homo- 
topy type of a circle. 
Before completing the proof of Criterion 1, we draw two conclusions of the argu- 
ments o far. 
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2. Corollary (Dyer *nd Vasquez [2]). If n 2 2 and Sn’2-f(Sn) is aspherical, then it 
is of the homotopy type of a circle. 
Proof. Since Sn+* -f(P) is aspherical, II, (S1*‘2-f(Sn)) e l$ (M) is torsion-free 
(see [6]). Since n 2 2, asphericity implies that S is homotopically trivial in 
iPqk2-f(Sn) a d hence in M. Now we can apply the torsion-free case of Criterion 1 
above. 
3. Remark. Suppose that n = 2, and lI, (S4-f(S2)) is_infinite cyclic. Then 2 is 
sim&y connected, and by Hurewicz’s Theorem II2 (M) z H2 (@I. Since &unds in 
%, S is homotopically trivial in z. Thus we can apply the second half of the proof 
of Criterion 1 to conclude that S4-f(S2) is of the homotopy type of a circle. 
To complete the proof of Criterion 1, we need an extension of Swan’s Theorem 
used above. 
4. Theorem Let C be a finitely generated group and let H be a subgroup of G. In 
the restriction map HI (G; RG) + HI (H;RG) is not injective, then G has a non- 
trivial decomposition Ap or AZ with Cfinite and H contained in A. (Here, R de- 
notes any non-trivial commutative ring with a unit.) 
Proof. If H is finite, the theorem immediately follows from Theorem 6 of [ lo]. So, 
we may assume that His infinite. 
First, we proceed as in [8]. Embed H in a finitely generated group HI and let 
K = HI X Z X Z and let L = K;G; L is finitely generated. As in [8], we see that 
H’ (L;RL) # 0, and by Lemma 3.7 of [8], H1 (L;Z2L) # 0. By Stallings Theorem 
(see Theorem 4 of [lo]), L has a non-trivial decomposition L * 1FL2 or L#, with F 
finite. By Theorem 6 of [lo], K is either conjugate to subgroup of L 1 or L2 _ or has 
a non-trivial decomposition X2 Y or X* with Kconjugate to a subgroup of F. Using 
the fact that Z X Z is in the centre of If , it is easy to see that K does not have a non- 
trivial decomposition gf the form XE Y or X8. Hence a conjugate of K is in L 1 of IA2 
(resp. Ll ). By conjugating the decomposition and interchanging the indices if neces- 
sary, we may assume that K C L,. Next, consider G, = G n L,. G, cclntains kf. 
Since K and G generate L and since the decomposition of L is non-trivial, we de- 
duce that G, is strictly contained in G. 
AS in [lo], we form a K(L, I)-space (X, p) by attaching K(F, 1) X I to 
K(Ll, 1) U K(L2,l) (resp. K(L1, 1)) along K(F, 1) X (0.1) which is mapped via the 
two inclusions of F in L1 and L2 (resp. L1). We may assume that K(F, 1) X {l) 
contains the base point. Split X along K(F, 1) X {k} and let X,, X2 (resp. X1) be 
the resulting components. We 1 ave rIl (Xi, p) - Li, i = I, 2 (resp. Wl (Xl ) e L 1). 
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Next consider the covering projection 9: (2, p”) + (X, p) corresponding to the sub- 
group C. The preimage of K(F, 1) X {k} breaks into several components Va, say. 
The preimage oLX1 contains a compsent tiontaining the base point E Let this 
component be X, . We have that II, (X1, p”) = Cl, via 4. If a I+!$ fails to disconnect 
?, write A for the fundamental group of ‘&e complement and C for II1 (IV&), clear- 
ly G1 CA a:d G = AE.iince H C G, we have the desir$ znclusion. If all the IV” 
d&cznnect X, consider X1 and th, czmponents 5 of (X-X$, the closure of 
X-X,. Each component Yp of (X-X& meets X1 along a I+$, which we denofye by 
W @)= If fl, (W&q) + n, (Y,) is an isomorphism for all p then II, (Xl) + II 1 (x) 
is an isojnorphism. This is not possible, since G1 # G. HEIce, there is a & suchkhat 
II, ( Waw,) + 3 ( Yp) is not an isomorphism. Le_t yfl = (X- YP)- ; y. contains X1 
and since II, (Xl) is infinite II, (Wacpj) + FI, (Y,> is not an isomorphism. Hence 
I-I1 (y&I&*,, & (up> is a non-trivial decomposition of lI, (9. Since Fl C r, 
writing A = II, (Ii,), C= Iii (Waol,) and B = III (Y,,l we obtain the desired type of 
decomposition. 
In [ 1 I], Bamford and Dunwoody associated with every finitely generated group 
G, an abelian group A (G). If 6 : K + G is an injection of groups, there is a natural 
map A (0): A (G) -+ A (K). If a group G has a non-trivial decomposition K$L or K* , 
then K is called a factor of G. If G is almost finitely presented, Bamford and 
c 
Dunwoody show that the map A(8): A(G) + A (K) has non-trivial kernel. They also 
show that an almost finitely presented group G is accessible if and only ifA is a 
finitely generated abelian group. An easy corollary of their results is: 
5. Proposition. Let G be a finitely presented accessible group and let 
G = GO 3 G, 3 . . . 3 Gi 3 . . . be a sequence of subgroups of G such that Gi is a fac- 
tor of Gi_ 1 for i > 1. l’hen the sequence (Gi) is finite. 
We note another argument which we have already used in the proof of the torsion- 
free case of Criterion 1. 
6. Remark. Let H be an infinite cyclic subgroup of a finitely generated group G. If 
the restriction map Y: fll (G; ZG) -+ HI (H; ZG) is an isomorphism, then the inclusion 
i: H C G is an isomorphism. 
Completion of the proof of,‘. Ix t G, H, . . . be as in the beginning of the proof of 
Criterion 1. Since a: Hn+l (M, &@ + I{,, (&@ is a surjection, the restriction map 
r: HI (G; ZG) -+ HI (II; ZG) is a surjection. We want to show that r is an isomorphism. 
If not, by Theorem 4, G = G18 EC, with Ft finite and H C Gl or G = G$ with F; 
finite and H C G; . If G = G; p, ‘with H C Gi , then there is a natural surjecdon 9: 
G + Z which carries G; to zer6 and the extra generator of Z. Since H normally gen- 
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erates GI, this is impossible. Thus G = (;I# KI with H C G, and KI finite. 
Inductively, sup,ose that we have const&cted G, Fj, Ki, 1 < i < m such that 
G i_ I = Gi 
HI (H, 2 R 
&, with Fi finite and H C Gi. The restriction map r: H1 (G; ZG) + 
‘factors through HI (Gi; ZG) for all i. Hence the restriction map 
ri: H1 (Gi;ZGi) -*HI (H;ZG) is a surjection for all i. If rm is not an isomorphism, 
we have Gm = G,,r+l~ 
G’ 
Km+, with Fm+l finite and HC Gm+* or Gm = 
m+@ +r with Fk+$eite and H C Gk+*. In the second case we can construct 
as abovpa surjection qrn : Cm + 2 which carries H to zero. Since Fnr is finite 
S, (F,) = 0. Hence mapping Km to zero, pm can be extended to a surjection 
qm_._I : cm-1 + 2. Inductively, we obtain a surjection qo: GO -+ 2 which carries H 
to zero. Since this is impossible, we get only an ordinary free product with amalga- 
mation decompositions ateach stage. By Proposition 5, the sequence (Gi) is finite: 
suppose that the sequence stops With Gk . Since rk : H 1 (Gk; ZGk) + H 1 (H; ZG) is 
a surjection, the sequence stops only if rk is an isomorphism. In thit case, by Re- 
mark 6, the induSiOn ik : H C Gk is an isomorphism. Thus Gk_ 1 = Gk * Kk = H*&, 
since H is torsion-free. Write Kk = k!+k and inductively, assume that Gi_I Fk = H*Li 
for k 2 i 2 m. Then G,,,_ I = GIlnF Km = (H*I,,,+l )finl K,),. By Kurosh subgroup 
Theorem, a conjugate of F,,, (in H%,n+l) is contained in L,,,+] , since H is torsion- 
free. LetgfH*I_m+, besuch thatgF,& CL,,,]. Then G,,_’ =gG,,_‘g-’ = 
gU+QA r,, _ ] k- ’ (KFmR-’ ) Q&,g - 1 ) = Uf*&,+ ) &rIK-i ) k&g- 1 ), since 
gf H*&,_ ’ = H*(Lm+l QF,,IR-l ) CgK,,,g- 1 )). since g&g- 1 C &I+‘. Taking 
L 01 =L m+ 1 (Ri$,R_ ) I (g&g-1) we obtain G,,_ l = H*L,,, . By induction, we con- 
clude that G = H*L l for some I, ‘. Since H normally generates G, we have a contra- 
diction. Hence r: H1 (G; ZG) + H1 (H;ZG) is an isomorphism. Thus by Remark 6, (i 
is infinite cyclic and the proof in the torsion-free case now completes the proof of 
the Unknotting Criterion. 
We conclude the note with two problems. Comparison of the proof of the Un- 
knotting Criterion in the torsion-free case and in the general case shows that we have 
proved H,l+l (#) = 0, when III (M) is torsion-free but not in the general case. (Here 
M denotes the exterior of a higher dimensional knot without further assumptions.) 
Q. A) Is Hn+l (&f) = 0 always? 
Q B) Dyer and Vasquez’ proof can be extended to show that the complement of a 
higher dimensional link can never be aspherical. Is there an extension of the IJn- 
knotting Criterion to links? 
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